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We consider boundedness, persistence and stability properties of the following class of forced difference equations$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} x^\nabla =Ax+bf(u,c^*x)+v ,\quad x(0)=x^0\,, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x^\nabla $$\end{document}$ denotes the image of *x* under the left shift operator, that is, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x^\nabla (t) = x(t+1)$$\end{document}$ for all nonnegative integers *t*. The difference equation ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) comprises a linear component *Ax*, where *A* is a bounded linear operator on the state-space *X*, assumed to be a Banach space, and a nonlinear component $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b f(u,c^* x)$$\end{document}$. Here $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c^* \in X^*$$\end{document}$, the dual space of *X*, and *f* is a (typically nonlinear) real-valued function that may depend on a variable *u* which, along with *v*, denotes forcing. Depending on the context, *u* and *v* are interpreted as a control, input or disturbance. Full details are given in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}.

Our motivation for studying ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), and particularly the properties of boundedness, persistence and stability, is the potential for applications to population biology and theoretical ecology where models of the form ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) often arise. There is clear biological relevance for these three properties depending on the context. Boundedness is a necessary property of a sensible biological model and, moreover, is a key concept when seeking to understand the potential effects of an invasive species or mutant in a novel environment, see, for example, Eager et al. ([@CR14]). The notion of persistence relates to the survival of a population (or survival of certain stage-classes) and is relevant, for example, in the context of providing lower bounds for predicted yield in agriculture and horticulture. We comment that several persistence concepts and their properties have been studied in the literature (Franco et al. [@CR19]; Schreiber [@CR44]; Smith and Thieme [@CR45], [@CR46]; Wen et al. [@CR57]). Informally, boundedness and persistence are opposite properties, concerned with populations becoming neither too big, or too small, respectively. Stability is, of course, a fundamental consideration in all fields where dynamic modelling occurs and pertains to both the qualitative and quantitative long-term behaviour of solutions.

Since we seek to model a variety of structured populations, see for instance Caswell ([@CR5]), Cushing ([@CR9]), the dimension of the state-space *X* is not constrained. In fact, the case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\dim \,X = \infty $$\end{document}$ is included in our development, and therefore, ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) can be used to model certain partial-difference and integro-difference equations. The latter, in form of so-called integral projection models, are often employed to model populations with a continuous structure or stage-parameter, in which case the state space *X* of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is naturally a space of functions. Furthermore, in a populations dynamics context, the state variable *x* must be nonnegative-valued to be biologically meaningful, corresponding to abundance, concentration or density, for example. Consequently, we impose suitable positivity assumptions on the model data *A*, *b*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c^*$$\end{document}$ and *f* implying that ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is a positive dynamical system, that is, the dynamics leave a positive cone in *X* invariant. In this sense, the current paper is embedded in the research field of positive dynamical systems on which there exists a rich literature, see Berman et al. ([@CR2]), Haddad et al. ([@CR23]), Krasnosel'skij et al. ([@CR31]), Krause ([@CR32]), and Luenberger ([@CR35]), to mention a few references.

The dynamics of the unforced version of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) (that is, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v=0$$\end{document}$) have recently been studied by several researchers in a variety of biologically motivated contexts (Eager [@CR12]; Eager et al. [@CR15]; Franco et al. [@CR18]; Rebarber et al. [@CR40]; Smith and Thieme [@CR46]; Townley et al. [@CR55]). Under certain assumptions, ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) admits a so-called "trichotomy of stability" where precisely one of three situations occurs: zero is globally asymptotically stable; there is a unique non-zero equilibrium which attracts all non-zero solutions; or, all non-zero solutions diverge asymptotically.

In the literature, the study of boundedness, persistence and stability properties of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) does not usually include forcing \[denoted by the terms *u* and *v* in ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})\], with Franco et al. ([@CR19]) being an exception. As is well-known, classical (Lyapunov) stability notions are not applicable when exogenous, and potentially persistent, forcing is present, and forcing can have adverse, extreme and unintuitive effects on nonlinear dynamics, see, for example, Teel and Hespanha ([@CR53]). Forcing is very natural and important in a biological or ecological context, however, as it allows for the modelling of human interventions, such as management strategies, hunting, poaching, predation or farming, as well as uncontrolled seasonal or demographic variation, or migration. Mathematical systems and control theory provides a toolbox for the study of control and forcing in dynamical systems (Hinrichsen and Pritchard [@CR26]; Sontag [@CR49]). Moreover, models of the form ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) arise in mathematical control theory in which context they are often called Lur'e systems after the Soviet scientist A. I. Lur'e who made early contributions to their stability properties in the 1940s. The study of the stability properties of Lur'e systems constitutes absolute stability theory which, loosely speaking, seeks to conclude stability of the (unforced) system ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) through the interplay of frequency-domain properties of the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c^*(sI-A)^{-1}b$$\end{document}$ and boundedness or sector properties of the nonlinearity *f*, yielding readily checkable sufficient conditions for global asymptotic and exponential stability of the unforced system ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), see Haddad and Chellaboina ([@CR22]), Hinrichsen and Pritchard ([@CR26]), Khalil ([@CR30]), Liberzon ([@CR34]), Vidyasagar ([@CR56]) and Yakubovich et al. ([@CR58]). Furthermore, absolute stability is at the heart of Rebarber et al. ([@CR40]), Townley et al. ([@CR55]), where it is used to derive the above-mentioned stability trichotomy. Recent work Bill et al. ([@CR4]), Gilmore et al. ([@CR21]), Sarkans and Logemann ([@CR41]) and Sarkans and Logemann ([@CR42]) has combined absolute stability ideas with input-to-state stability (ISS) theory to obtain stability criteria which apply to forced Lur'e systems. The ISS concept seeks to generalise the familiar estimate: there exist $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Vert x(t) \Vert \le M \big (\gamma ^t \Vert x(0)\Vert + \max _{0 \le \tau \le t-1} \Vert d (\tau )\Vert \big ),\quad \forall \,t \in {\mathbb {Z}}_+, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$valid for the forced linear system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x^\nabla = Ax + d$$\end{document}$ with exponentially stable *A*, to forced nonlinear control systems. Note that ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) holds uniformly in *x*(0) and *d* and that, on the right-hand side of ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), the impact of the initial state *x*(0) decays over time, and the contributions of *x*(0) and the forcing *d* are separated. ISS was introduced by Sontag ([@CR47]) in 1989 and has, in the last 30 years, been developed into a mature stability theory of forced nonlinear control systems; see, for instance Dashkovskiy et al. ([@CR10]), Karafyllis and Jiang ([@CR29]) and Sontag ([@CR48]).

Starting with an ISS result from Gilmore et al. ([@CR21]), here we derive sufficient conditions for the state *x* of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) to exhibit certain boundedness, persistence and stability properties. Our main results are Theorems [4.4](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} and [5.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"}, which address boundedness and persistence, and stability, respectively. The persistence notion employed is related to that in Smith and Thieme ([@CR45], [@CR46]), see Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, and the stability concept we consider is closely related to the above-mentioned ISS property, see Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. We present conditions under which the unforced system ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) admits, in addition to the zero equilibrium, a unique non-zero equilibrium which is both persistent and ISS (in suitable senses). A consequence of the stability property is the guarantee of asymptotic convergence of the state *x* when subject to convergent forcing (see statement (b) of Theorem [5.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [5.6](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"}). We remark that the theory developed in this paper is a far reaching generalization of our earlier paper (Franco et al. [@CR19]), and has partial overlap with the works (Rebarber et al. [@CR40]; Smith and Thieme [@CR46]; Townley et al. [@CR55]). We discuss the generalization of Franco et al. ([@CR19]), and compare our results to those in Rebarber et al. ([@CR40]), Smith and Thieme ([@CR46]), Townley et al. ([@CR55]), across Remarks [4.6](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} and [5.5](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"}.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we collect a number of mathematical preliminaries, and in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} we provide more details on the the class of models ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). Sections [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} contain the main results pertaining to boundedness and persistence, and stability, respectively. Section [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} contains detailed discussions of both finite and infinite-dimensional examples. In particular, we provide a detailed discussion of two infinite-dimensional systems both of which involve integral projection models (Childs et al. [@CR6]; Easterling et al. [@CR16]; Ellner and Rees [@CR17]; Merow et al. [@CR37]; Rebarber et al. [@CR40]). Some summarising remarks are made in Sect. [7](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}. Proofs can be found in Appendix [A](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, and a number of other technicalities have been relegated to Appendices [B](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"} and [C](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb {C}}$$\end{document}$ denote the positive integers (natural numbers), integers, real numbers and complex numbers, respectively. Furthermore,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We define a partial order on *X* by setting, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following example describes some cones which we shall use in Sect. [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. Further examples can be found in, for instance, Berman et al. ([@CR2]), Berman and Plemmons ([@CR3]) and Krasnosel'skij et al. ([@CR31]).
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For the proof of the stability theorems in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we require an input-to-state stability result from control theory. To explain this result, consider the system$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We collect some properties of the discrete-time linear control system ([2.4](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and its transfer function ([2.5](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). What follows is standard in control theory, but hard to find in one location in the infinite-dimensional setting. Suitable references include Staffans ([@CR50]), Chapter 12 and Coughlan ([@CR8]), Chapter 3 and Section 6.1. Applying the *Z*-transform (denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If *A* is exponentially stable, then we set$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For later purposes, we note that, for every complex number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following result is a special case of Gilmore et al. ([@CR21]), Corollary 3.3 and shall underpin our stability results in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

Theorem 2.3 {#FPar3}
-----------
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Recall that in a control theoretic setting *v* and *x* in ([2.2](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) are called the input and state, respectively. If system ([2.2](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) satisfies ([2.7](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) (for some $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x^\nabla =Ax+bh(c^*x)$$\end{document}$ is said to be exponentially input-to-state stable (ISS). Frequently, for brevity, it is also said that ([2.2](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) is exponentially ISS. Obviously, exponential ISS implies ISS, and the ISS concept is a standard stability concept in nonlinear control theory. It was defined by Sontag in the 1989 paper (Sontag [@CR47]) in the context of general forced (or controlled) finite-dimensional nonlinear systems, and subsequently, a substantial Lyapunov theoretic ISS framework has been developed in the finite-dimensional setting, see, for example, Dashkovskiy et al. ([@CR10]), Jiang and Wang ([@CR28]), and Sontag ([@CR48]). ISS is a crucial concept as stability properties for nonlinear forced systems do not, in general, follow from stability properties of the *unforced* system; see, for example Teel and Hespanha ([@CR53]). Note that the converse to the above is true in the sense that ([2.7](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) does imply that the zero equilibrium of the unforced system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Density-dependent population models with forcing {#Sec3}
================================================

We consider the forced difference equation ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). Here $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We impose the following positivity and stability assumptions on the linear system determined by *A*, *b* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The positivity conditions in (L1) and (L2), together with the assumption that the values of *f* are non-negative, imply that, for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our next result introduces a key quantity, denoted *p*, associated with ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), and records some elementary consequences of (L1) and (L2).

Proposition 3.1 {#FPar4}
---------------
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The number *p* in Proposition [3.1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}, which will play a crucial role throughout, is equal to the stability radius of the linear system specified by *A*, with perturbation structure *b* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The analysis of boundedness, stability and persistence properties of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) relies on the interplay between *p*, capturing stability of the linear component, and the nonlinear term *f*, combined with suitable positivity properties. The interplay between *p* and *f* is described mathematically by our nonlinear assumptions (N1), (N2) and (N3) in Sects. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

A biological interpretation of *p* depends on the specific context. For instance, recall that, in our usual setting ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) models a single, stage-structured population, subject to forcing. The right hand side of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) captures the life-cycle over one time-step, including growth/transitions between stage-classes, and recruitment into the population. The form of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) contains both linear and non-linear terms, corresponding to processes which are assumed to be density independent and density dependent, respectively. Following the interpretation given in Eager ([@CR12]), Rebarber et al. ([@CR40]), Townley et al. ([@CR55]), for a population distribution *x*, the term *Ax* describes survival and growth, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Boundedness and persistence {#Sec4}
===========================

In this section we address the first two properties of boundedness and persistence. Assume that (L1) and (L2) hold, and let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following result gives a necessary condition for persistence.

Proposition 4.1 {#FPar5}
---------------
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Next we introduce suitable assumptions on *f* which will enable us to prove boundedness and persistence results for the system ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). (N1)$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 4.2 {#FPar6}
----------

We provide some interpretations of the assumptions (N1) and (N2) in the biological context for ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) described at the end of Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. In the setting (ii), (N1) means that, at large population abundance, the per-capita survival probability *f*(*w*, *y*) / *y* is less than *p*, the level which results in population stasis. We require that the inequality holds in the "worst case" across all possible control actions *w*, hence the maximum over *w* in ([4.1](#Equ11){ref-type=""}). In essence, (N1) prevents populations from becoming unboundedly large, as there is a sufficiently diminishing return in recruitment at very high population abundance.

Whereas (N1) pertains solely to large populations, (N2) pertains to small populations as well. Specifically the latter requires that, at low population abundance, the per-capita survival probability *f*(*w*, *y*) / *y* is greater than *p*, again with the inequality holding in the "worst case" across all possible control actions, hence the minimum over *w* in ([4.2](#Equ12){ref-type=""}). Consequently, at low population abundances, we expect to see population growth. In particular, we do not have an Allee effect see, for example, Taylor and Hastings ([@CR52]).
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The following result provides classes of examples for which conditions (N1) or (N2) are satisfied.
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The next result shows that (N1) and (N2), in combination with (L1) and (L2) and a suitable "strict" positivity assumption (see (P1) below), are sufficient to establish semi-global boundedness and persistence properties of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). We remark that assumption (N2) will have to be somewhat strengthened for the stability results in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

Theorem 4.4 {#FPar8}
-----------
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Lemma 4.5 {#FPar9}
---------

Assume that (L1) and (L2) are satisfied. The following statements hold. (a)If (P2) or (P3) holds, then (P1) is satisfied.(b)Assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We provide some comments relating the above result to the persistency theory developed in Franco et al. ([@CR19]), and on the assumption (P1).

Remark 4.6 {#FPar10}
----------
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Stability {#Sec5}
=========

Having established boundedness and persistence results in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} (under suitable assumptions), we are now interested in conditions which will guarantee the existence of a "stable" non-zero equilibrium: the stability notion used here takes into account the forcing terms *u* and *v* and is reminiscent of the input-to-state stability (ISS) concept from nonlinear control theory, introduced in Sontag ([@CR47]); see more recently Dashkovskiy et al. ([@CR10]), Karafyllis and Jiang ([@CR29]) and Sontag ([@CR48]). Indeed, the ISS result Theorem [2.3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} is a crucial ingredient in what follows. As has been mentioned already, to derive useful stability results, we need to somewhat strengthen the assumption (N2) on *f*.
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The nonlinearity *f* appearing in ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is assumed to satisfy the following conditions. (N3)Condition (N2) holds, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following lemma shows the existence of a unique non-zero equilibrium of the Lur'e system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 5.1 {#FPar11}
---------
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Furthermore, if (P3) holds, then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We are now in the position to state a stability theorem relating to the non-zero equilibrium of system ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

Theorem 5.2 {#FPar12}
-----------
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The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem [4.4](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}, statement (a) of Lemma [4.5](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, and Theorem [5.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"}.

Corollary 5.3 {#FPar13}
-------------

Assume that (L1), (L2), (N3) hold, and at least one of the conditions (P1)--(P3) is satisfied. Then statements (a) and (b) of Theorem [5.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} hold.

The following illustrative example discusses stability properties of a simple model for which (P1) holds, but (P3) does not.

Example 5.4 {#FPar14}
-----------
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In the following, we compare Theorem [5.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [5.3](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} with other stability results available in the literature.

Remark 5.5 {#FPar15}
----------

The papers Rebarber et al. ([@CR40]) and Smith and Thieme ([@CR46]) consider the uncontrolled version of system ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), both in an infinite-dimensional setting. We note that Theorem [5.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [5.3](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} are considerably more general than the theory developed in Rebarber et al. ([@CR40]), even in the unforced case and, in particular, contain (Rebarber et al. [@CR40], Theorem 3.3) as a special case. A comparison of Theorem [5.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [5.3](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} with results in Smith and Thieme ([@CR46]) (see Smith and Thieme ([@CR46]), part (b) of Theorem 5.8, part (c) of Theorem 7.1) is more difficult: whilst there is some overlap, the assumptions imposed and the methods used are quite different and certainly neither set of results contains the other, see also Example [6.2](#FPar18){ref-type="sec"} in this context. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the special case that *f* is given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corollary 5.6 {#FPar16}
-------------
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Examples {#Sec6}
========

In this section, we apply the theory developed in the previous sections to a range of examples from population dynamics. Recall that our main results are Theorem [4.4](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [5.3](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} which ensure boundedness and persistence, and stability, respectively. We illustrate situations wherein our main assumptions: linear (L1) and (L2), nonlinear (N1)--(N3) and, positive (P1)--(P3) are satisfied. We present two finite-dimensional examples and then proceed to exploit the full power of our results by applying the abstract theory to a class of nonlinear integral projection models.

Finite-dimensional examples {#Sec7}
---------------------------

We first analyse a system which provides a simple model for the dynamics of a population with a refuge.

### Example 6.1 {#FPar17}
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                \begin{document}$$v_1(t), v_2(t) \in {\mathbb {R}}_+$$\end{document}$ correspond to immigration. The model ([6.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) was proposed in Newman et al. ([@CR39]), without demographic fluctuations and immigration, as the simplest possible model of an active population coupled to a refuge.

A simplified version of model ([6.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) assuming symmetric dispersal, without immigration, neglecting attrition in the refuge and neglecting demographic fluctuations, that is, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$ is the linearised population growth-rate at zero. The authors of Chow et al. ([@CR7]) prove persistence and global stability results using specific properties of the Beverton--Holt function, namely that it is strictly increasing and concave. Such an approach would not apply to the unimodal functions originally considered in Newman et al. ([@CR39]). The authors of Newman et al. ([@CR39]) noted the relevance of studying the more general model, indeed, we quote (Newman et al. [@CR39], p. 123): "These \[the simpler\] choices are made purely on the grounds of simplicity, and the investigation of non-zero attrition and asymmetric dispersal are certainly worthy of future study."

We note that ([6.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) is a special case of the system ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} A&:= \begin{pmatrix} 0 &{} \varepsilon ' (1-\mu )\\ 0 &{} (1-\varepsilon ') (1-\mu ) \end{pmatrix}, \quad b:= \begin{pmatrix} 1-\varepsilon \\ \varepsilon \end{pmatrix}, \quad c^*:= \begin{pmatrix} 1&0 \end{pmatrix}\,, \\ v&:= \begin{pmatrix} v_1 \\ v_2 \end{pmatrix}, \quad f(w,y) := g(wy) \,, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$so that assumptions (L1) and (L2) are satisfied. The matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {{\mathbf {G}}}(1)=\frac{\mu (1-\varepsilon ) +\varepsilon '(1-\mu )}{\mu +\varepsilon '(1-\mu )}=:\frac{1}{p}\,. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In the following we consider Beverton--Holt and Ricker nonlinearities in ([6.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) separately.
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda u^- > 1/{{\mathbf {G}}}(1)=p$$\end{document}$. Indeed, Franco et al. ([@CR19]), Table 5.1 shows that ([5.1](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) is satisfied and a straightforward calculation yields$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} 0<\frac{\partial f}{\partial y}(1,y^{\mathrm{e}})=\frac{f(1,y^{\mathrm{e}})}{y^{\mathrm{e}}(1+ky^{\mathrm{e}})}= \frac{p}{1+ky^{\mathrm{e}}}<p,\quad \text{ where }\,\,\, y^{\mathrm{e}}=\frac{\lambda -p}{kp}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$implying that ([5.2](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) holds.

Thus, we can use Theorem [4.4](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} and Corollary [5.3](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} to obtain boundedness, persistence and stability results for ([6.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}). In order to compare our results with those in Chow et al. ([@CR7]), assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '=\varepsilon $$\end{document}$) was considered in the Beverton--Holt case in the absence of forcing. Corollary [5.3](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} indicates that dispersal, captured by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu = 0$$\end{document}$). This property was noted in Chow et al. ([@CR7]) for the particular case of symmetric dispersal.

If there is attrition in the refuge, (that is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \lambda >p= \frac{\mu +\varepsilon '(1-\mu )}{\mu (1-\varepsilon ) +\varepsilon '(1-\mu )}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$guarantees that (N3) holds, and hence Corollary [5.3](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} is applicable. In particular, for a fixed value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon '$$\end{document}$ (dispersal from refuge). Consequently, when there is mortality in the refuge it is advantageous, from a perspective of ensuring population persistence, if there is less dispersal into the refuge, and more dispersal out of the refuge.

*Case II: Ricker* We now consider ([6.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) with the Ricker-type function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g(y)=\lambda ye^{-y}$$\end{document}$, and seek to compare our results with the numerical findings in Newman et al. ([@CR39]). There are no analytical results for this choice of nonlinear term in Newman et al. ([@CR39]). Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mu = 0, \quad \varepsilon =\varepsilon ', \quad u^- = u^+ = u^{\mathrm{e}} = 1, \quad v_1= v_2 = 0\,. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$First note that, with model parameters as in ([6.4](#Equ26){ref-type=""}), it follows from ([6.2](#Equ24){ref-type=""}) that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=1$$\end{document}$, and so by Theorem [2.3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}, we have that *x*(*t*) converges to zero (exponentially) when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Next, if the second inequality in ([6.3](#Equ25){ref-type=""}) is satisfied, which simplifies to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1 <\lambda $$\end{document}$ under the model assumptions ([6.4](#Equ26){ref-type=""}), then condition (N2) holds and Theorem [4.4](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} ensures boundedness and persistence of ([6.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}). The persistence result validates the observation in Newman et al. ([@CR39]), p. 126 that: "\[for large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$\] the system is inherently stable for all values of the initial densities, in that the population number is always finite and positive."

To consider stability of ([6.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}), now assume that ([6.3](#Equ25){ref-type=""}) holds. Then the unique positive solution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} y^{\mathrm{e}} = \frac{\ln (\lambda u^{\mathrm{e}}/p)}{u^{\mathrm{e}}}>0, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and it is not difficult to see that ([5.1](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) is satisfied (cf. Franco et al. ([@CR19]), Table 5.1). Furthermore, a routine calculation gives$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|(\partial f/\partial y)(u^{\mathrm{e}},y^{\mathrm{e}})|<p$$\end{document}$. Consequently, ([5.2](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) holds and so we have established that, under the assumption ([6.3](#Equ25){ref-type=""}), condition (N3) is satisfied. Thus, we can invoke Corollary [5.3](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} to conclude stability of ([6.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) provided that ([6.3](#Equ25){ref-type=""}) holds. These stability conclusions supports the numerical simulations presented in Newman et al. ([@CR39]), Figure 5, where it is observed that the population dynamics tend to a constant positive population size for *small* values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We conclude the example with an illustrative numerical simulation. For the choice of parameters$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \lambda =6, \quad \varepsilon =0.2, \quad \varepsilon '=0.3, \quad \mu = 0, \quad u^-=0.9, \quad u^{\mathrm{e}} =1, \quad u^+=1.1\,, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$the condition ([6.3](#Equ25){ref-type=""}) holds and so Corollary [5.3](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} is applicable.

By Lemma [5.1](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}, the unique positive equilibrium of ([6.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) (for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 6.2 {#FPar18}

We consider a population structured in three groups, namely, juveniles, members of the population who are in a dormant state, which we shall refer to as "dormants", and adults. These stage-classes are denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A schematic representation of the dynamics of the population appears in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The following system models such a population,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$u(t) \in U:=[u^-,u^+]\subset (0,\infty )$$\end{document}$ models the effect of demographic fluctuations affecting recruitment. The inclusion of dormancy in a population model is natural for several reasons. First, a large number of plants from a wide range of habitats are known to have persistent seed banks, that is, seeds can remain dormant for more than a generation (Thompson and Grime [@CR54]). Second, dormancy is known to affect the stability of the population (MacDonald and Watkinson [@CR36]). Finally, a large fraction of the total population may be present as dormant individuals and therefore ignoring it could give a poor estimate of the size of the population (Begon et al. [@CR1]).

System ([6.9](#Equ31){ref-type=""}) can be rewritten in the form ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) with$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Infinite-dimensional examples {#Sec8}
-----------------------------

We conclude the paper with two infinite-dimensional examples to which we apply the theory developed in Sects. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. The first example considers the class of IPM models and the second provides a numerical illustration of the abstract theory in the context of an IPM coupled to a two-dimensional difference equation.

### Example 6.3 {#FPar19}

An exemplar for the infinite-dimensional theory developed in this paper is a class of integro-difference equations, the so-called integral projection models. IPMs were introduced as a tool for ecological modelling in Easterling et al. ([@CR16]), see also Childs et al. ([@CR6]), Ellner and Rees ([@CR17]), and the reader is referred to Merow et al. ([@CR37]) for a recent review. They are relevant when the population stages are naturally described by a continuous variable, such as size or weight, as opposed to discrete stage-classes, such as insect instars. The purpose of the present example is to interpret the assumptions (L1), (L2), (P1) and (N1) --(N3) in the context of IPMs.
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To write ([6.10](#Equ32){ref-type=""}) as an infinite-dimensional difference equation, the natural choices for the state space *X* and the cone *C* are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To the best of our knowledge, the paper Rebarber et al. ([@CR40]) was the first to consider unforced IPMs and model them in the abstract infinite-dimensional state-space form ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) (with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 6.4 {#FPar20}

We consider a model for the Clonal Perennial Herb (*Veratrum album*) from Hesse et al. ([@CR25]). The model contains an IPM coupled to two-dimensional difference equations, namely$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From the block structure of *A*, we have that the spectral radii *r*(*A*) of *A* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the purpose of numerical simulations, we approximate ([6.24](#Equ46){ref-type=""}) by using a finite-element method, the details of which are given in Appendix [C](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}. We numerically compute that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Summary {#Sec9}
=======

We have presented boundedness, persistence and stability results for the class of nonlinear, forced difference equations ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) which arise frequently in population biology and theoretical ecology. Our treatment permits the situation wherein the state-space is infinite-dimensional, enabling the analysis of structured populations modelled with a finite number of stages as well as populations modelled with a continuum of stages (the latter are frequently described in terms of integro-difference equations, such as IPMs). The system ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) has both a linear and a nonlinear component, corresponding to a mixture of density-independent and density-dependent dynamical scenarios. A key feature of these models is that they are instances of positive systems, and so the state is constrained to lie in a positive cone. Under natural conditions these models admit two equilibria in the absence of forcing: zero and a non-zero steady state.

The current work continues a line of enquiry of the present authors, including Eager et al. ([@CR14]) and Franco et al. ([@CR19]), to develop a theoretical framework for the analysis of the effects of forcing in ecological modelling, analysis, and control. As discussed, the present work substantially extends Franco et al. ([@CR19]). We comment that the term forcing is used here to describe all exogenous signals, including disturbances and those affected by the user or modeller. Therefore, in a biological setting, the inclusion of forcing facilitates modelling a number of exogenous influences, including environmental or demographic variation, or management or intervention strategies, which are relevant in a number of application scenarios, from agriculture and conservation, to harvesting and pest management. We reiterate our motivation that forcing is typically *not* considered in the construction or analysis of nonlinear ecological models, yet forcing is arguably a persistent, poorly understood, and pernicious feature of these systems. Moreover, it is well-known that forcing can have hugely deleterious effects on the stability of nonlinear models, effects which are not well-predicted by stability analysis of the unforced model. Forcing or input functions play a key role in systems and control theory and, therefore, it is natural that our approach is inspired by the concept of input-to-state stability from nonlinear control theory.

Our main result for boundedness and persistence is Theorem [4.4](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}, and our main stability results are Theorem [5.2](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"}, Corollaries [5.3](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} and [5.6](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"}. Informally, we establish our results by examining the interplay between the underlying linear system ([2.4](#Equ6){ref-type=""}), particularly its transfer function "gain" $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\mathbf {G}}}(1)=1/p$$\end{document}$ (see Proposition [3.1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}), and the nonlinear term *f*. This interplay is captured in the nonlinear and sector-type assumptions (N1)--(N3), see Remark [4.2](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} as well. The persistence and stability results very much rely on the positivity property (P1) imposed on the linear system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(A,b,c^*)$$\end{document}$ which ensures that the origin of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is repelling in a suitable sense. We comment that much attention in the ecology literature has been devoted to the importance of transient dynamics including, for example, Hastings ([@CR24]) and Stott et al. ([@CR51]). Our persistence results are uniform with respect to time, in contrast with other persistence concepts usually used in the literature \[for example, Smith and Thieme ([@CR45])\], and therefore yield lower bounds for both transient and asymptotic dynamics.

In closing, we emphasise that our assumptions are not dependent on explicit knowledge of the model parameters, but rather impose (ecologically reasonable) structural requirements to be satisfied. For instance, there is considerable robustness in (N1)--(N3) with respect to the exact functional form of nonlinear term *f*, which is often difficult to parametrise. Section [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} contains detailed discussions of four non-trivial, biologically relevant examples of multi-stage, single species populations, in both finite- and infinite-dimensional settings. A natural future line of enquiry is study of multiple interacting populations, or communities, subject to external forcing.

Appendix {#Sec10}
========

Proofs {#Sec11}
======

In this appendix, we provide proofs of results stated in Sects. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}--[5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

Proofs for Sections [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Proof of Lemma 2.1 {#FPar21}
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Proofs for Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------

### Proof of Proposition 4.1 {#FPar23}
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### Proof of Proposition 4.3 {#FPar24}
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To facilitate the proof of Theorem [4.4](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}, we state and prove two auxiliary results.

### Lemma A.1 {#FPar25}
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We proceed in two steps.
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Proofs for Section [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec14}
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### Proof of Lemma 5.1 {#FPar31}
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An example relating to Rebarber et al. ([@CR40]), Corollary 4.1 {#Sec15}
===============================================================

Here we show, by providing a counter example, that the IPM result (Rebarber et al. [@CR40], Corollary 4.1) is not correct. To see this, assume that, in the notation of Rebarber et al. ([@CR40]), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example [6.4](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"}: further details {#Sec16}
=======================================================

We provide some details on the numerical approximation scheme. For notational convenience in this section we set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this example, we have identified a row vector with the linear functional induced by the row vector. We will continue to do so in the rest of the paper in the context of finite-dimensional examples.

 Note that Hesse et al. ([@CR25]) uses *C* where we use *D* here. This is done as to avoid a clash with our standing notation of *C* denoting a cone in the state space.

The model in Hesse et al. ([@CR25]) contains an additional stage-class, namely the number of 2-year old seeds $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_2$$\end{document}$ does not enter into the other three equations, and so does not play a role in the dynamics and therefore this stage class has been omitted here.
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